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Tiki taka barcelona documentary

Last updated on October 20, 2018, 06:19 pm From 2008 to 2012, Barcelona was without a doubt one of the best teams in the history of club football. With former player Pep Guardiola at the helm, Barca have stepped up a beautiful game with unique personal touch, winning trophies and hearts around the world. The trailer for the documentary about their
journey, Take the Ball, Get the Ball Out, and here we discuss it. The trailer starts with Barcelona and Arsenal legend Henry saying that wherever you are, you have to love Barcelona if you love football. And he's absolutely right - no matter what club you support, chills ran down our spines when Messi, Xavi and Iniesta moved with the grace of ballet dancers
on the football field, with breathtaking precision, passing, and movement. Guardiola delivered the magic with Barcelona, the ball moving from one end to the other in an instant, with the players already changing positions, waiting for the next steps in advance. Tiki-taka is about passing and movement, and players like Xavi, Messi and Iniesta have thrived, with
Jordi Alba, Mascherano providing extra support. Fans hope the documentary shows how Guardiola trained players for him. Messi talks about how Johan Cruyff changed Barcelona's attitude to football, and who better to talk about than one of the GOACs? When he returned to Barcelona as coach, Cruyff instilled aspects of Total Football, which was also
about how the team moved together as an orchestra, with all eleven players in sync with the movement of the ball. The rivalry between Guardiola and Mourinho, when the latter signed for Real Madrid, is also discussed in the documentary. Alongside this, Eric Abidal's battle with cancer and Messi's almost ousted from the team are other topics raised in the
documentary. The name is taken from a quote from Guardiola, which he said during a press conference to explain his philosophy. Cruyff was a philosopher who played football - he was a able, sharp, politically and socially aware man who brought all his qualities to football. He provoked others to think and analyze, and thus a generation of football thinkers -
Guardiola, Ronald Koeman, Luis Enrique, Laurent Blanc, Frank de Boer, and some translator from Portugal - Jose Mourinho was born. What Guardiola taught his players was a very important lesson, and they followed every word he said - creativity on the pitch should always be good for the team's good, not for demonstration. With each feint of the body
Iniesta and Xavi created acres of space, the existence of which the opponents had no idea, and with their dribblings and passes Messi tore open defense of the opponent. The documentary will be released on 9 November in the UK and from 12 November, it will be available on DVD as well as for download. Barcelona under Pep Guardiola is considered one
of the best football teams in the world. The Catalan specialist worked at the Camp Nou stadium as a Coached for four consecutive seasons and led Barca to 14 trophies out of a possible 19, including one sextuple. Unsurprisingly, the historic success of this legendary team has now turned into a film called Take the ball, pass the ball. This documentary
contains exclusive interviews with several Blaugrana heroes: Lionel Messi, Xavi, Andres Iniesta, Thierry Henry, Carles Puyol, Dani Alves, Gerard Pique, Javier Mascherano, Sergio Busquets, Samuel Eto'o. The master, Pep Guardiola, is also expected to appear. Viewers will learn more about Guardiola's tactical genius, Messi's progress at the Camp Nou and
the dramatic history of Eric Abidal's battle with liver cancer. Johan Cruyff's famous tiki-taka philosophy will form the basis of the entire documentary. Even the notorious rivalry with Mourinho's teams will be covered. The film is inspired by Graham Hunter's book Barca: Creating the Greatest Team in the World. The film will be on DVD and digital download from
November 12. Source: ESPN Published: 14:17 17 October 2018 | Updated: 16:06 GMT, 17 October 2018 A documentary reflecting on the Barcelona side that dominated Europe under Pep Guardiola will be released next month. After the success of All or Nothing: Manchester City, who looked at how Guardiola changed the fate of the Premier League
champions, will now have a behind-the-scenes look at how he shaped Barcelona.The documentary titled Take the Ball, Pass the Ball is based on Graham Hunter's award-winning book about the Catalan giants. A documentary about Barcelona's success under Pep Guardiola will be released in November by Lionel Messi and his Barcelona team-mates won
14 trophies under current Man City boss He also looks at the rivalry between Guardiola and Jose Mourinho during his time in Spain La Liga: 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11 Copa del Rey: 2008-09, 2011-12Spanish Super Cup: 2009, 2010, 2011UEFA Champions League: 2008-09 , 2010-11UEFA Super Cup: 2009, 2011FIFA Club World Cup: 2009, 2011 The
focus will be on the Barcelona side that has won 14 trophies in four seasons under club legend. In the official trailer, Manchester United assistant coach Michael Carrick says Barcelona have played the best brand of football he has ever seen. He will explore how Guardiola has redefined modern football through his tiki-taka style to turn Barcelona into what
many pundits have called the best ever side to play in Europe.Lionel Messi's rise to glory, the rivalry between Guardiola and Jose Mourinho and Eric Abidal's battle against cancer are other topics to be addressed in the documentary. It will also feature exclusive interviews with the likes of Messi, Thierry Henry and Samuel Eto'o. The documentary leaves no
stone unturned and is said to be owned for any lover of a beautiful game. Take Ball Pass Ball will be available in OurScreen cinemas from November 9, and on DVD and Download November 12 Barcelona under Pep Pep became the greatest club on the planet at the time, some claim, ever. Now the documentary will detail Guardiola's years at the Camp Nou
and it looks amazing. Pep Guardiola is now trying to turn Manchester City into the best team on the planet. The complete dominance of last season in the Premier League led some to suggest they were the best team to play in the league ever, but world domination was somehow. That's what Guardiola has achieved before though. Between 2008 and 2012,
Barcelona were undoubtedly the best team in the world, winning La Liga three times and the Champions League twice. Guardiola is thrown into the air after his first Champions League victory as manager. Image: PA ImagesTiki-taka may have their detractors, but at the time the former midfielder completely changed the way the team played football as they
got all their successes through attacking style. Pep's four years at the Camp Nou are not all easy, though, as the City boss has had a battle with Jose Mourinho and Real Madrid, and the whole club have rallied around Eric Abidal and his battle and recovery from cancer. Now the movie Take the Ball, Pass the Ball will go behind the scenes with a memorable
four years in office and the trailer looks awesome: You asked me about the film of my #Barça book. Just like that! Watch the trailer here - Take The Ball Pass The Ball is in cinemas, on DVD and digital from 9 November in the UK and Spain Graham Hunter (@BumperGraham) October 17, 20184 that made the success happen as Xavi, Andres Iniesta, Gerrard
Pique, Carles Puyol, Victor Valdes, Sergio Busquets, Javier Mascherano, Dani Alves, Samuel Eto'o, Eidur Gudjohnsen, Thierry Henry and Abidal.While Michael Carrick, who was part of the Manchester united team, Guardiola is used to documentaries made about him after the amazon. Now we just need a documentary about his time at Bayern Munich and
he will have a full set. Take the Ball Pass Ball will be available in OurScreen cinemas from November 9, followed by DVD and Digital Download from November 12 Status: Unknown | See the full list in the production titles Updated: 19 December 2016 Read more: See more information about the production of this title on IMDbPro. Read more Edit a look at the
history and success of the popular football team, FC Barcelona. Plot Summary | Add a Summary of Parents Guide: Add a content advisory for parents Learn more Edit BARCA DREAMS is the most comprehensive documentary ever made about the history of FC Barcelona, one of the best football clubs in the world, praised for its legendary figures like Leo
Messi, the best footballer of all time, the prestigious coach Pep Guardiola, or the man who revolutionized the sport (football and football used the whole text) with his innovative vision: Johan Cruyff. The film tells the story of the football club's long journey to fame and recognition, culminating in a generation of players of growth Leo Messi, Xavi Hernandez and
Andres Iniesta, all of whom studied at the famous school La Masia. It also reveals the secrets of a powerful football club that is admired around the world and is closely linked to the Catalan identity, making Barca's motto: more than a club a reality. This is a real emotional journey into the heart and soul of the club, which more than a hundred years ago was
founded by Joan Gamper, an undeniable athlete. This is... Plot Summary | Add a Summary Certificate: See All Certificates Parents Guide: Add Content Advisory for Parents User Reviews edit Spanish | Catalan | Release date in English: 30 November 2015 (Sweden) Read more Also known as: Barca - Der Traum vom perfekten Spiel More Barcelona,
Catalonia, Spain Read More Edit The World's Cumulative Gross: $12215 More on IMDbPro Entropy Studio, Gen Image Media Read More Running time: 120 min Dolby Digital (RCA Sound Recording) Aspect Ratio: 1.85 : 1 See the full technical specification »
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